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Abstract
Approximating a function from its values f (xi ) at a set of evenly spaced points xi through (N + 1)-point polynomial
interpolation often fails because of divergence near the endpoints, the “Runge Phenomenon”. This report shows how to achieve an
error that decreases exponentially fast with N . Normalizing the span of the points to [−1, 1], the new strategy applies a filtered
trigonometric interpolant on the subinterval x ∈ [−1 + D, 1 − D] and ordinary polynomial interpolation in the two remaining
subintervals. Convergence is guaranteed because the width D of the polynomial interpolation subintervals decreases as N →∞,
being proportional to 1/
√
N . Applications to the Gibbs Phenomenon and hydrodynamic shocks are discussed.
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1. Introduction
More than a century ago, Runge made an astonishing discovery: polynomial interpolation on an equispaced grid
was unreliable. Even if f (x) is analytic for all real x , its interpolants fN (x)will diverge as N →∞ near the endpoints
x = ±1 if f (x) has singularities within the “Runge Zone” in the complex x-plane illustrated in Fig. 1. Runge’s own
example was f (x) = 1/(1 + 25x2), which is analytic for all real x , but has a divergent equispaced polynomial
interpolant sequence because of poles at x = ±pi i/5. Exponential convergence can be recovered by using the highly
nonuniform Chebyshev grid [1], but what is one to do with experimental data collected at evenly spaced levels?
As explained in the reviews [2–4], defeating the Gibbs Phenomenon also requires reconstructing a function f (x)
everywhere on x ∈ [−1, 1] with exponential accuracy from knowledge only of its analyticity on the interval and its
samples on an evenly spaced grid of (N + 1) points on the interval.
2. Trigonometric interpolation with filtering
Our strategy splits the interval into three subintervals. In the middle, f (x) is approximated by a filtered
trigonometric interpolant. In the boundary layers, polynomial interpolation is used instead. This is the same tactic
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Fig. 1. If f (x) has singularities only outside the shaded “Runge Region”, then interpolation will converge everywhere on x ∈ [−1, 1].
as failed Runge, but there is one seemingly minor but fundamental difference: an essential part of our strategy is that
the boundaries between subintervals are not fixed, but rather the interior subdomain is x ∈ [−1 + D, 1 − D] where
the boundary layer thickness D decreases with increasing truncation N .
Using the methods of [5], one can prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Suppose f (x) is analytic everywhere on x ∈ [−1, 1] but is not necessarily periodic. Let f TN (x) denote
the usual trigonometric interpolant to f (x) on x ∈ [−1, 1] with coefficients ck calculated as in [1]
f TN (x) =
N/2∑
j=−N/2
ck exp(ipi j x). (1)
Let f TN ,σ (x; p) denote the result of applying the Erfclog filter [5]:
f TN ,σ (x; p) =
N/2∑
j=−N/2
σ(| j |/[N/2]; p)c j exp(ipi j x) (2)
where σ is the filter function and p is filter order. Choose
D(N ) ≡ 1/√N & p(N ) = 1+ (N/2)D(N ). (3)
Then, with c and q constants that depend on f (x),
| f (x)− f TN ,σ (x; p)| ≤ c exp(−q
√
N ) for all |x | < 1− D(N ). (4)
Fig. 2 is a numerical illustration.
If f (x) is periodic and free of singularities, one can set D = 0. Otherwise, the best we can do with filtering is
specified by a theorem of Vandeven [6], which shows that an error proportional to exp(−qN ) can be recovered at any
point except the endpoints. Unfortunately, the proportionality constant q goes to zero as |x | → 1. Thus, we must do
something different and non-Fourier in the “Gibbs layers” close to x = ±1.
3. Polynomial interpolation in contracting boundary layers
Polynomial interpolation of f (x) on x ∈ [1−D, D]with h = 2/N and D = κ/√N is equivalent to approximating
g(y) ≡ f
(
1− D
2
+ D
2
y
)
= f
(
1− κ
2
√
N
+ κ
2
√
N
y
)
, y ∈ [−1, 1] (5)
using M = N2 D = κ2
√
N evenly spaced points.
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Fig. 2. Error at x = 1 − D(N ) when D = 1/√N for the Erfclog-filtered Fourier approximation of f (x) = x . The dashed line is a guideline that
shows that the error falls as exp(−q√N ) for some constant q. The 750-term series gives an error less than 1× 10−10 on x ∈ [−0.963, 0.963].
Fig. 3. Runge zones for different D(N ) and a typical function whose singularities are shown as black disks.
Fig. 4. Errors in equispaced polynomial interpolation on the interval x ∈ [1− D, 1] using M = round([1/2]√N ) points with D = 1/√N .
Although approximation of f (x) on a fixed interval may fail due to the Runge Phenomenon, Fig. 3 shows that the
same cannot happen, at least in the limit, when the interval is contracting. As the Runge Zones become smaller and
smaller as the interval x ∈ [1− D, 1] contracts, eventually all singularities of f (x) will lie outside the Runge Zone,
and then polynomial interpolation must converge everywhere on the interval.
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Fig. 5. L∞ error on x ∈ [−1, 1] for Fourier-and-polynomial interpolation of f (x) = 1/(1 + 25x2) + W (x, 1/5) where W is the Weierstrass
function. Filter order p = 1+ (N/2)D.
There is a penalty for vanquishing the Runge Phenomenon and Gibbs Phenomenon by the mixed
Fourier/polynomial/contracting-interval strategy. The normal rate of convergence for a Fourier or Chebyshev
expansion is “geometric”, that is, the errors fall as exp(−qN ) for some constant q > 0. The ever-contracting process
described here gives only a “subgeometric” rate of convergence proportional to exp(−q ′√N ) as seen in Figs. 2 and
4.
4. Fixed interval for large N
When the boundary layers D are sufficiently narrow that all singularities of f (x) lie outside the corresponding
Runge zones, further contraction is unnecessary. The Fourier-and-polynomial approximation will converge
geometrically as exp(−pN ).
To illustrate (Fig. 5), we added Runge’s own example to the Weierstrass function [7] W (x; q) ≡∑∞
n=0 sech(3nq) cos(3nx), singular everywhere on the “natural boundaries” =(x) = ±q. Errors fall as exp(−0.12N )
for D = 1/4.
We have chosen to describe the contracting-interval strategy at length because the largest interval length D
which avoids disaster due to the Runge Phenomenon is function dependent. In the absence of knowledge about the
singularities of f (x), the contracting-interval strategy is safer.
5. Summary
We constructed an exponentially accurate approximation to a function from its values on a set of evenly spaced
points — an approximation that cannot be defeated by the Runge Phenomenon. The mixed Fourier/polynomial
approximation should be valuable in attacking Gibbs Phenomenon [3].
There are many variants: the middle interval can use a windowed Fourier or radial basis function approximation;
the boundary layers can be approximated by a rational Chebyshev basis for a semi-infinite domain [1].
If only crude accuracy is needed, a child with a crayon can “connect-the-dots” to approximate a function by
piecewise linear interpolation. It is remarkable that it has taken more than a century to find a way to defeat the Runge
Phenomenon with an error that falls exponentially with the number of samples N .
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